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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The thin film coil characterized by providing the following, and the above 1st and the

2nd magnetic layer, Opening which has the inside side which is equipped with the base which
supports a gap layer, an insulating layer, and a thin film coil, and turns into a datum-reference

side over the aforementioned pneumatic bearing side The thin film magnetic head characterized

by forming so that the aforementioned gap layer may be penetrated into the portion which

adjoins the side edge of the above 1st and the magnetic pole portion of the 2nd magnetic layer

and a part of thickness of the 1 st magnetic layer may be reached The 1 st magnetic layer which
has the magnetic pole portion of the width of face which counters with a magnetic-recording

medium and specifies the width of face of a recording track The 2nd magnetic layer magnetically

connected with the 1st magnetic layer in the position which has the magnetic pole portion which
constitutes a pneumatic bearing side with the end face of the magnetic pole portion of this 1st

magnetic layer, and is distant from a pneumatic bearing side The sidewall of the non-magnetic
material of this 2nd magnetic layer formed so that the side of a magnetic pole portion might be
worn at least The portion arranged through the insulating layer between the above 1 st and the

2nd magnetic layer so that it might pass along the gap layer which consists of the non-magnetic
material inserted in the aforementioned pneumatic bearing side between the magnetic pole

portion of the 1st magnetic layer, and the magnetic pole portion of the 2nd magnetic layer at

least, and the above 1st and the 2nd magnetic layer and the magnetic flux for writing might be
generated in the aforementioned pneumatic bearing side

[Claim 2] The thin film magnetic head according to claim 1 characterized by wearing the front

face of the aforementioned insulator layer which insulates electrically the portion located

between the 1st of the aforementioned thin film coil, and the 2nd magnetic layer in the gap layer

which consists of the aforementioned non-magnetic material.

[Claim 3] The thin film magnetic head according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by having arranged

the magnetic-reluctance reproduction element for reading magnetically covered while insulating

electrically between the aforementioned base and the 1st magnetic layer so that the side edge
might be exposed to the aforementioned pneumatic bearing side, and constituting it as the

compound-die thin film magnetic head.

[Claim 4] How to manufacture the thin film magnetic head characterized by providing the

following The process which forms the 1st magnetic layer which has a magnetic pole portion so
that it may be supported by the substrate The process which forms the gap layer of the 1st

magnetic layer after the insulating layer has dissociated electrically mutually on the 1 st magnetic
layer of the above and forming a thin film coil which consists of a non-magnetic material on a

magnetic pole portion and the aforementioned insulating layer, or forms a thin film coil at least

after forming the gap layer which consists of a non-magnetic material on the 1st magnetic layer

of the above, and the insulating layer has dissociated electrically mutually The process which
forms the 2nd magnetic layer which has the magnetic pole portion which covers the

aforementioned gap layer and is located above the magnetic pole portion of the 1 st magnetic
layer of the above The process of this 2nd magnetic layer which forms the sidewall of a non-
magnetic material so that the side of a magnetic pole portion may be worn at least, The



aforementioned gap layev- which adjoins the side edge of the mt.w .etic pole portion of the 2nd

magnetic layer of the above The magnetic pole portion and sidewall of the 2nd magnetic layer,

The process which removes by the anisotropic etching which uses as a mask the photoresist

layer formed on the gap layer, and forms opening, The process which the 1 st magnetic layer of

the above is **********ed [ process ] by using the magnetic pole portion and sidewall of the

2nd magnetic layer of the above as a mask, and makes the depth of the aforementioned opening

invade into the 1 st magnetic layer partially, The process which forms the pneumatic bearing side

which grinds the gap layer by which the inside edge of these [ the magnetic pole portion of the

substrate, the 1 st, and 2nd magnetic layers and ] of this opening was pinched as criteria of a

position, and counters with a magnetic-recording medium

[Claim 5] The manufacture method of the thin film magnetic head according to claim 4

characterized by making into reactive ion etching anisotropic etching which **********s the

aforementioned gap layer and forms opening.

[Claim 6] About the aforementioned reactive ion etching, it is CI2 to the inside of BCI3

atmosphere, or BCI3. 50% The manufacture method of the thin film magnetic head according to

claim 5 characterized by carrying out in the atmosphere made to contain by the ratio which is

not exceeded.

[Claim 7] The manufacture method of the thin film magnetic head according to claim 5 or 6

characterized by etching the 1st magnetic layer of the above by ion beam etching.

[Claim 8] The manufacture method of the thin film magnetic head according to claim 7

characterized by performing the aforementioned ion beam etching from the direction where only

the angle of 40-70 degrees inclined from the direction perpendicular to the 1 st magnetic layer.

[Claim 9] The manufacture method of the thin film magnetic head according to claim 8

characterized by performing the aforementioned ion beam etching from the direction which

inclined at the angle of about 45 degrees from the direction perpendicular to the 1 st magnetic

layer.

[Claim 10] The manufacture method of the thin film magnetic head given in any of the claims 4-6

characterized by making etching of the 1st magnetic layer of the above into reactive ion etching

they are.

[Claim 1 1] The manufacture method of the thin film magnetic head given in any of the claims 4-

10 characterized by forming the magnetic-reluctance reproduction element for reading

magnetically covered while insulating electrically between the aforementioned base and the 1st

magnetic layer, and constituting the compound-die thin film magnetic head they are.

[Claim 12] In the polish process for forming the 1st magnetic layer of the above and forming the

aforementioned pneumatic bearing side, after forming the 3rd magnetic layer which performs

magnetic shielding on the aforementioned base and forming on it the magnetic-reluctance

material film laid underground into the 2nd insulating layer The manufacture method of the thin

film magnetic head according to claim 1 1 characterized by forming the magnetic-reluctance

reproduction element which also grinds the aforementioned magnetic-reluctance material film

and an end face exposes to a pneumatic bearing side while grinding the 3rd magnetic layer of the

above.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the compound-die thin

film magnetic head constituted by carrying out the laminating of the thin film magnetic head and
its manufacture method, especially the thin film magnetic head for writing of an induction type
and the head for reading which used the magnetic resistance element, and its manufacture
method.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The improvement in a performance of the thin film magnetic head
is called for with improvement in the field recording density of a hard disk drive unit in recent
years. About the improvement in a performance of the head for reading, the magnetic resistance
element is used widely. Although the thing using the anisotropy magnetic-reluctance

(AMR:Anisotropic Magneto-Resistive) effect as this magnetic resistance element has generally

been used conventionally, it is huge magnetic reluctance (GMR: Giant Magnetoresistive) with

resistance rate of change bigger [ several times ] than this. The thing using the effect is also

developed. With this specification, they are these AMR. A reproduction element and GMR A
reproduction element will be named generically and a magnetic-reluctance reproduction element
or MR reproduction element will be called. AMR It is severalgigabit/by using a reproduction

element. Inch 2 It is GMR, in order to be able to realize field recording density and to raise field

recording density further. Using a reproduction element is proposed. Thus, by making field

recording density high, it is 10G. It is becoming realizable [ the mass hard disk drive unit more
than a byte ]. It is the height (MR Height: MR height) of a magnetic resistance element as one of
the factors which determines the performance of the read head which consists of such a

magnetic resistance element. It is. A side edge is the distance measured from the pneumatic
bearing side of the magnetic resistance element exposed to a pneumatic bearing side, and it is

made for this to obtain desired MR height in the manufacture process of the thin film magnetic
head by controlling the amount of polishes at the time of ground and forming a pneumatic
bearing side.

[0003] On the other hand, the improvement in a performance of the thin film magnetic head for

writing is also called for. In order to raise field recording density, it is necessary to raise the
track density in a magnetic-recording medium, for this reason — being alike — a pneumatic
bearing — **** — light gap (write-gap) to kick It is necessary to narrow width of face from
several microns to submicron order, and using semiconductor processing technology for this is

proposed. It is throat height (Throat Height: TH) as one of the factors which determines the
performance of the thin film magnetic head for writing especially. It is. This is the distance of the
magnetic pole portion to the edge of the insulating layer which separates a thin film coil from a
pneumatic bearing side electrically, and to shorten this distance as much as possible is desired.

[0004] Drawing 1 -12 show the sequential process and the completed sequential conventional
thin film magnetic head in the manufacture method of the conventional standard thin film

magnetic head, and this thin film magnetic head is the thing of the compound die which carried

out the laminating of the thin film magnetic head for writing of an induction type, and the MR



reproduction element for reading. First it is ARUTIKKU (AITiC) as shown in drawingJ . It is

abbreviation about the alumina insulating layer 12 on the substrate 1 1 which changes. 3-10

micrometers It deposits on thickness. Next it is the lower shield magnetic layer 13 which

constitutes magnetic shielding which protects MR reproduction element of the head for reading

from magnetic field interference as shown in drawing 2 2-3 mum After forming by thickness, as

shown in drawing 3 , the thickness of 100 - 150 nm is made to carry out the spatter deposition

of the alumina, and an insulating layer 14 is formed.

[0005] As shown in drawing 3 , the magnetic-reluctance layer 1 5 which consists of the material

which has the magnetoresistance effect which constitutes MR reproduction element on this

insulating layer 14 is formed in dozens of nm thickness, and it considers as a desired

configuration by highly precise mask alignment. Next, it is 3-4 micrometers about the magnetic

layer 17 which forms the same alumina insulating layer 16 as the alumina insulator layer 14 by

the thickness of 100 - 150 nm, and consists of a permalloy on it further as shown in drawing 4 .

Signs that it formed in thickness are shown in drawing 5 . This magnetic layer 1 7 also has a

function as a lower magnetic layer of the thin film magnetic head for writing while having the

function of the up shield magnetic layer which carries out magnetic shielding of the MR
reproduction element with the lower shield magnetic layer 13 mentioned above. Here, for

convenience, while will constitute the magnetic head for writing and this magnetic layer 1 7 will be

called the 1st magnetic layer paying attention to being [ of explanation ] a magnetic layer. Next,

it is 150-300nm about the gap layer 18 which consists of a non-magnetic material, for example,

an alumina, on the 1st magnetic layer 17 as shown in drawing 6 . It forms in thickness, the

photoresist layer 1 9 of electric insulation is further formed on this gap layer at a pattern

predetermined by highly precise mask alignment and the thin film coil 20 of the 1 st layer which

consists of copper is further formed on this photoresist layer.

[0006] as shown in drawing 7 , after performing highly precise mask alignment and forming the

insulating photoresist layer 21 on the thin film coil 20 of the 1st layer, in order [ next, ] to make
the upper surface flat — for example, — BEKU [ 250 degreeC ]. Furthermore, the state, BEKU
[ 250 degreeC ] after forming the thin film coil 22 of the 2nd layer on the front face of this

photoresist layer 21 made flat and forming a photoresist layer 23 by high precision mask

alignment on this thin film coil 22 of the 2nd layer, in order to make flat again the front face of

the photoresist layer 23 on the thin film coil 22, is shown in drawing 8 . As mentioned above, a

photoresist layer 19 and the reason for forming 21 and 23 by highly precise mask alignment are

because it has prescribed as criteria of a position that throat height (TH) and MR height mention

later for the edge of a photoresist layer.

[0007] Next, as shown in drawing 9 , it is 3-4 micrometers about the 2nd magnetic layer 24

which consists of a permalloy the gap layer 18 and a photoresist layer 19, and on 21 and 23.

According to a desired pattern, it forms alternatively by thickness. This 2nd magnetic layer 24

contacts the 1st magnetic layer 17 in the position distant from the side in which the magnetic-

reluctance layer 15 was formed, and it is made for the thin film coil 20 and 22 to pass through

the closed magnetic circuit constituted by the 1st and 2nd magnetic layers. The magnetic pole

portion of this 2nd magnetic layer has the desired configuration of specifying the width of

recording track, and the magnetic pole portion of size. Furthermore, the overcoat layer 25 which

consists of an alumina is deposited on the exposure front face of the 2nd magnetic layer 24 and

the gap layer 18. Pneumatic bearing side 27 which finally grinds the side 26 in which the

magnetic-reluctance layer 15 was formed, and counters with a magnetic-recording medium (Air

Bearing Surface:ABS) Signs that it formed are shown in drawing 10. The magnetic-reluctance

layer 15 is also ground in the morphosis of this pneumatic bearing side 27, and MR reproduction

element 28 is obtained. Thus, TH and MR height which were mentioned above are determined.

The actual thin film magnetic head is not shown in a drawing, although the pad for performing

electrical installation to the thin film coil 20, 22, and MR reproduction element 28 is formed.

[0008] drawing 10, and 11 and 12 exclude the overcoat layer 25, and it shows the conventional

compound-die thin film magnetic head manufactured as mentioned above — they are each a

cross section, front view, and a plan In addition, in drawing 10, in the plan which shows the

alumina insulating layers 14 and 16 surrounding MR reproduction element 28 as a single



insulating layer and is showi. in drawing 12, in order to simplify a drawing, the thin film coil 22
was shown in the shape of the said heart, the segment which connects the corner of the side of

the photoresist layer 1 9 which carries out insulating separation of the thin film coils 20 and 22 f

21, and 23 as clearly shown in drawing 10 — angle (Apex Angle:apex angle) of S and the upper
surface of the 2nd magnetic layer 24 to accomplish It is the important factor which determines

the performance of the thin film magnetic head with the throat height TH and MR height which

also mentioned theta above. Moreover, as shown in the plan of drawing 1 2, it is magnetic pole

partial 24a of the 2nd magnetic layer 24. Width of face W is narrow, and since the width of face

of the truck recorded on a magnetic-recording medium by this width of face is specified, in order

to realize high field recording density, it is necessary to make this width of face W as narrow as

possible.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] As mentioned above, in order to make high field

recording density on a magnetic-recording medium, it is necessary to improve the performance
of the thin film magnetic head for record constituted by the 1 st and 2nd magnetic layers 1 7 and
24, the gap layer 1 8, the thin film coil 20, 22, etc. Moreover, in the compound-die thin film

magnetic head which carried out the laminating of the magnetic head for reading which has a

magnetic resistance element as mentioned above to the thin film magnetic head for writing, it is

necessary to also raise the performance of the magnetic head for reading simultaneously with

raising the performance of the magnetic head for writing. Although it was important to

manufacture to the value as the design value of a request of the throat height TH and the apex
angle theta which are shown in drawing 10 in order to improve the performance of the magnetic
head for writing, it was difficult to control these parameters by the conventional manufacture

method correctly, and to manufacture as a design value.

[0010] That is, the throat height TH is magnetic pole partial 24a of the 2nd magnetic layer 24 of

the thin film coil 20 and the insulating layer 19 which carries out insulating separation of 22.

Although it defines as a distance between the near edge and the pneumatic bearing side 27 In an
actual manufacture process, since the position of the edge of an insulating layer 1 9 is not clear,

the pneumatic bearing side 27 is ground so that this edge shall be formed in a desired position

and the throat height TH of the request of this edge as criteria of a position may be obtained.

On the other hand, it is 250 **C in case the thin film coil 20 and 22 are formed. Although heat

treatment of a grade is performed, by this heating, the photoresist film which constitutes an

insulating layer fuses and the size of the pattern of an insulating layer is changed. Magnetic pole

partial 24a which the position of the edge which the insulating layer 1 9 mentioned above will also

be changed, and is formed as datum reference on a design of this edge as the result of this The
size of the throat height TH which is length also has the fault which shifts from a desired design

value. When the photoresist film which constitutes especially an insulating layer 19, 21, and 23 is

formed thickly, a gap of the pattern is 0.5. mum It cannot become very large with a grade and
detailed throat height TH about submicron one cannot be realized with sufficient repeatability

from several microns. Moreover, in using the thick photoresist film of thickness in this way, a

possibility that a pattern may collapse also by the heterogeneity of thickness becomes large. For

example, at the compound-die thin film magnetic head for high frequency, the throat height TH is

1.0. It is 0.5, as it mentioned above, although below mum was demanded, mum For the gross

errors to attain, many poor throat height TH occurs in the case of polish of the pneumatic

bearing side 27, and the yield falls to it, and it has the fault in which a manufacturing cost rises.

[0011] Moreover, since the photoresist film which constitutes an insulating layer 19, 21, and 23
with heat treatment mentioned above fuses, as shown in drawing 1 0, the profile specified

according to the side of these insulating layers changes, and there is a fault in which the apex
angle theta is naturally changed. The apex angle theta influences the property of the thin film

magnetic head, and by the change, often has a bird clapper as a property is poor. Thus, it was
difficult to improve the property of the magnetic head for writing by the conventional

manufacture method. ** will become large if, especially as for such difficulty, the miniaturization

of the thin film magnetic head progresses. Although collapse of the pattern of the photoresist

film by heat treatment of the photoresist film at the time of the fault mentioned above forming



the thin film coil 20 and It is the main cause, such heat treatment is an indispensable process in

order to perform flattening of a coil, and insulation-ization between coils, and cannot be avoided.

[0012] Furthermore, at the head for reading which consists of a magnetic resistance element, it

is GMR with sensitivity high as a magnetic resistance element. Although improvement in a

performance can be attained by using an element, in order to raise field recording density

further, it is necessary to manufacture MR height defined as having mentioned above as height

of the magnetic resistance element 28 from the pneumatic bearing side 27 as a desired design

value. Although this MR height is decided in an actual manufacture process with the amount of

polishes at the time of grinding the pneumatic bearing side 27 like the throat height TH

mentioned above Since this polish is performed considering the edge of an insulating layer 19 as

criteria of a position as mentioned above, and the position of the edge of this insulating layer is

changed with heat treatment MR height will also be changed, and it cannot manufacture as a

design value, but the fall of the yield by the defect of MR height arises, and there is a fault in

which a manufacturing cost rises.

[0013] In the compound-die thin film magnetic head which carried out the laminating of the

magnetic head for writing, and the magnetic head for reading equipped with a magnetic

resistance element especially, the balance of the throat height TH of the magnetic head for

writing and MR height of the magnetic head for reading is important, the alignment of the pattern

of the insulating layers [ as opposed to / since these two factors are determined by the physical

relationship of the insulating layer 19 which consists of a photoresist, 21, and 23, the precision of

the mask alignment of MR reproduction element 28, and the process tolerance of the pneumatic

bearing side 26 by polish processing / the MR layer 15 ] 19 and 21 — the minimum error — with,

it is necessary to carry out However, since there is an error of the thin film coil 20, the

insulating layer 19 which carries out insulating separation of 22, 21, the throat height TH by the

pattern of the photoresist layer which constitutes 23 collapsing with heat treatment, and MR
height as this error was mentioned above also as the minimum, there is a fault which cannot

manufacture the balance calyx gap with the magnetic head for writing and the magnetic head for

reading and the highly efficient compound-die thin film magnetic head.

[0014] Furthermore, magnetic pole section 24a [ in / the pneumatic bearing side 27 / so that

clearly from drawing 11 ] of the width of face of the 1st magnetic layer 17, and the 2nd magnetic

layer 24 When it differs greatly, the magnetic leakage flux called side fringe magnetic flux during

record generates width of face W. In order that the 1st magnetic layer 17 may make an operation

of magnetic shielding to MR reproducing head serve a double purpose in the compound-die thin

film magnetic head which unified the thin film magnetic head and the MR reproducing head 28 for

record especially, the width of face of the 1st magnetic layer is magnetic pole partial 24a of the

2nd magnetic layer 24. From width of face W, it becomes long inevitably and, for the reason, big

side fringe magnetic flux occurs. When such side fringe magnetic flux occurs, the phenomenon

called side light arises and there is a fault in which efficiency recording track width of face

increases. If the side light mentioned above arises, elimination of the magnetization pattern

currently recorded on a cross talk and an adjoining truck with an adjoining truck etc. occurs, and

it is impossible to attain high side recording density, although narrow-ization of the width of face

of a recording track is progressing with the latest formation of high side recording density. In

order to solve such a problem, as it is shown in drawing 13, it is 17a by the height to the 1st

magnetic layer 17. It forms, considers as trim structure and is magnetic pole partial 24a of the

2nd magnetic layer 24 about the width of face for this height. Making it equal to width of face is

proposed, for example, it is indicated by JP,7-220245,A, the 7-225917 official report, the 7-

262519 official report, the 7-296331 official report, etc.

[0015] As shown in drawing 13, it is 17a by the height to the 1st magnetic layer 17. In forming

Magnetic pole partial 24a of the 2nd magnetic layer 24 In order to make consistency have with

width of face, after forming the magnetic pole portion of the 2nd magnetic layer, By using the

magnetic pole portion of this 2nd magnetic layer as a mask, while performing ion beam etching,

for example, ion milling, and removing the gap layer 18, a part of the thickness is covered and

500 nm grade removal of the 1st magnetic layer 17 is carried out. However, the etch rate to the

ion milling of the alumina which constitutes the gap layer 18 is abbreviation. It is 7nm a part



for /and a low, and there is ^ fault to which the processing time becomes long and a throughput

becomes low. Moreover, the etch rate of the permalloy which is the magnetic material which

constitutes the 2nd magnetic layer 24 to the ion milling at this time needed to make the

thickness thicker than required in consideration of a part for 21 nm/, and film decrease of the

2nd magnetic layer 24 which acts as a mask since it is quick. Thus, if the thickness is thickened

in order to form the 2nd magnetic layer 24 with plating, it is the magnetic pole partial 24a.

Although it is necessary to also thicken thickness of the photoresist film used in case patterning

is carried out, if a photoresist film is thickened in this way, it is magnetic pole partial 24a. There

is a fault which it cannot become difficult to form width of face W narrowly, for example, cannot

form a magnetic pole portion with the narrow width of face corresponding to the width of

recording track of submicron order.

[0016] Furthermore, in case the gap layer 18 and the 1st magnetic layer 17 are **********ed
by ion beam etching, it is magnetic pole partial 24a of the 2nd magnetic layer 24. It considers as

a mask and is 1 7a by the height of the same configuration as the configuration. In order to form,

the ion beam needed to be projected perpendicularly. However, if such perpendicular ion beam
etching is performed, it is 1 7a by the height of the 1 st magnetic layer 1 7. And magnetic pole

partial 24a of the 2nd magnetic layer 24 The residue produced by etching will adhere to a side

attachment wall, the 1st magnetic layer 17 and 2nd magnetic layer 24 short-circuit magnetically

by such affix, or the effective width of recording track of the thin film magnetic head becomes
large, and there is a fault from which the thin film magnetic head which has a desired property is

not obtained. Although performing from across ion beam etching which covers a part of

thickness of the 1st magnetic layer 17, and investigates opening is also considered, in this case,

it is magnetic pole partial 24a of the 2nd magnetic layer 24. It comes to **********, a magnetic

pole portion becomes thin, and the side also has the fault from which desired magnetic

properties are no longer obtained.

[0017] The purpose of this invention removes the fault of the conventional thin film magnetic

head mentioned above, and having a desired property, it tends to offer minutely the thin film

magnetic head which made the desired value correctly the throat height TH and the size of the

apex angle theta and a magnetic pole portion, and its manufacture method while having turned so

that high field recording density can be realized. Having a desired property, other purposes of

this invention tend to offer minutely the compound-die thin film magnetic head made into the

value of a request of the size and MR height of the throat height TH, the apex angle theta, and a

magnetic pole portion, and its manufacture method while having turned so that high field

recording density can be realized.

[0018]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The 1 st magnetic layer which has the magnetic pole portion of

the width of face! which the thin film magnetic head by this invention counters with a magnetic-

recording medium, and specifies the width of face of a recording track. The 2nd magnetic layer

magnetically connected with the 1 st magnetic layer in the position which has the magnetic pole

portion which constitutes a pneumatic bearing side with the end face of the magnetic pole

portion of this 1 st magnetic layer, and is distant from a pneumatic bearing side, The sidewall of

the non-magnetic material of this 2nd magnetic layer formed so that the side of a magnetic pole

portion might be worn at least, The gap layer which consists of the non-magnetic material

inserted in the aforementioned pneumatic bearing side between the magnetic pole portion of the

1 st magnetic layer, and the magnetic pole portion of the 2nd magnetic layer at least, The thin

film coil which has the portion arranged through the insulating layer between the above 1st and

the 2nd magnetic layer so that it might pass along the above 1st and the 2nd magnetic layer and

the magnetic flux for writing might be generated in the aforementioned pneumatic bearing side. It

has the base which supports the above 1 st and the 2nd magnetic layer, a gap layer, an insulating

layer, and a thin film coil. It is characterized by forming so that the aforementioned gap layer may
be penetrated into the portion which adjoins the side edge of the above 1 st and the magnetic

pole portion of the 2nd magnetic layer in opening which has a medial surface used as the datum-
reference side over the aforementioned pneumatic bearing side and a part of thickness of the

1 st magnetic layer may be reached.
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portion thicker than require^., and detailed-ization of it is attained ao the result and it can

narrow width of face of a magnetic pole portion. Furthermore, although this opening is deeply

formed until it reaches a part of thickness of the 1st magnetic layer by etching after forming

opening in a gap layer by anisotropic etching It is suitable to perform this etching by ion milling,

this ion milling The magnetic material which serves as an etch residue by carrying out from a

direction perpendicular to the 1 st magnetic layer from the direction where only 40-60 degrees

only of angles of 45 degrees inclined especially carries out the reattachment to the side of a

magnetic pole portion, between the 1st and 2nd magnetic layers connects too hastily

magnetically, or It can prevent that the effective width of recording track spreads. Moreover, in

the case of this ion milling, since it is covered by the sidewall of a non-magnetic material, even if

the side of the magnetic pole portion of the 2nd magnetic layer performs ion milling from across,

a magnetic pole portion cannot become thin and it can obtain conjointly the thin film magnetic

head which has desired magnetic properties with there being little reattachment

[0022] It is a wrap about the front face of the aforementioned insulator layer which insulates

electrically the portion which is the gap layer which consists of the aforementioned non-

magnetic material in an example with the suitable thin film magnetic head by this invention, and

is located between the 1 st of the aforementioned thin film coil, and the 2nd magnetic layer. Thus,

by covering the insulating layer of a thin film coil in a gap layer, changing the position of the edge

of an insulating layer is lost, therefore the edge of this insulating layer can be correctly formed

for the ulnar margin for positioning of the aforementioned opening as criteria of a position.

Furthermore, in an example with the suitable thin film magnetic head by this invention, while

insulating electrically between the aforementioned base and the 1 st magnetic layer, the magnetic

resistance element for reading covered magnetically is arranged so that the side edge may be

exposed to the aforementioned pneumatic bearing side, and is constituted as the compound-die

thin film magnetic head.

[0023]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Drawing 14 -27 are drawing showing the state in the sequential

manufacturing process of one example of the thin film magnetic head by this invention, in

drawing 14 -21, A is a cross section, and B is the front view seen from the pneumatic bearing

side side. Moreover, notice the relation of the size of each part about the point which is not

necessarily in agreement with a dressed size in these drawings. First, it is ARUTIKKU (AITiC) as

shown in drawing 14. It is about the alumina insulating layer 42 on a substrate 41. 3-10

micrometers Deposition formation is carried out at thickness. Next, it is abbreviation about the

permalloy layer 43 by electroplating, using a photoresist film as a mask, in order to form the

lower shield film to MR reproduction element as shown in drawing 15. 2-3 mum It forms in

thickness. Furthermore, it is 4-6 micrometers on the front face which this permalloy layer 43 and

the alumina insulating layer 42 exposed. The mechanical polish after forming the alumina film 44

by thickness, or chemical machinery-polish (Chemical Mechanical PolishingiCMP) The state

where flattening of the front face was carried out is shown in drawing 16.

[0024] Next, the MR film 46 which has the magnetoresistance effect so that it may be laid under

the shield gap film 45 which consists of an insulating material is formed according to a

predetermined pattern. 1 st magnetic layer 47 which furthermore constitutes the lower magnetic

pole of the thin film magnetic head for writing on it 2-4 mum In order to form in thickness

alternatively and to lose a level difference further It is 5-6 micrometers about an alumina film on

the whole front face. CMP after forming in thickness While grinding and exposing the front face

of the 1 st magnetic layer 47, signs that flattening of the whole front face was carried out are

shown in drawing 1 7. Next, it is 1 50-300nm about the gap layer 48 which consists of an alumina

as shown in drawing 1 8. It forms in thickness and the insulating layer 49 which consists of the

photoresist film for determining the apex angle theta is further formed according to a

predetermined pattern on it. Furthermore, the state where it formed so that insulating separation

of the thin film coils 50 and 52 of each other which consist of copper on this insulating layer 49

might be carried out by insulating layers 51 and 53 is shown in drawing 19. In an insulating layer

49, 51, and 53, it is opening 47a so that the 1st magnetic layer 47 and 2nd magnetic layer may be

combined magnetically behind and a closed magnetic circuit may be constituted here. It forms.



The formation method of such a thin film coil itself is the same a=> the conventional method.

[0025] Next, as shown in drawing 20, thickness is 3-4 micrometers. Magnetic pole partial 54a

which removes alternatively using the photoresist layer of a predetermined pattern, and has

predetermined width of face after depositing the 2nd magnetic layer 54 It forms. Under the

present circumstances, a magnetic material is opening 47a. It deposits also on inside and the 1st

magnetic layer 47 and 2nd magnetic layer 54 are magnetically connected through opening. Next,

it is 150-300nm about the non-magnetic layer 55 which consists of an alumina on the front face

of the 2nd magnetic layer 54, the side, and the exposure front face of the gap layer 48. Magnetic

pole partial 54a after forming in thickness The portion of an except is covered with a photoresist

layer, anisotropic etching is performed, and it is magnetic pole partial 54a. Sidewall 55a which

changes from a non-magnetic material to the side It forms.

[0026] Next, as shown in drawing 21 -23, it is magnetic pole partial 54a of the 2nd magnetic layer

54. And sidewall 55a formed in the side Opening 56 is formed in the gap layer 48, while reactive

ion etching (Reactive Ion Etching:RIE) removes the gap layer 48 by anisotropic etching and this

example by using as a mask the photoresist layer in which rectangular opening was formed near

the side edge of a magnetic pole portion and removing non-magnetic materials other than the

side of the 2nd magnetic layer 54. This reactive ion etching is CF4, and BCI3 and CI2. Or it can

carry out within the atmosphere of BCI3+CI2. Especially, it is BCI3 and CI2. It is CI2 when

carrying out within a mixed atmosphere. A content is 50%. It is suitable to make it not exceed. In

addition, it sets to drawing 22, and 23, 24 and 26, and is sidewall 55a. The non-magnetic layer 55

of an except is omitted. Since the etch rate of the gap layer 48 which consists of the alumina to

this reactive ion etching is as quick as a part for 100 - 300 nm/, the etching time for forming

opening 56 is enough for the gap layer 48 in 1 - 2 minutes, and shortening of production time can

be aimed at. Moreover, straight-line A-A which passes along the magnetic pole portions of an

insulating layer 49, 51, and 53 and the edge which counters in case this opening 56 is formed, i.e.,

a throat height zero position, is made into the criteria of a position, and it is inside side 56a of

opening. This straight-line A-A Straight-line B-B which estranged only a shell predetermined

distance It forms so that it may be in agreement. Thus, since an overcoat layer (refer to drawing

9 ) is not formed yet but the magnetic pole portions of an insulating layer 49, 51, and 53 and the

edge which counters can be seen in case the gap layer 48 is **********ed alternatively and

opening 56 is formed, it is inside side 56a of opening 56 considering the edge of an insulating

layer as criteria of a position. Position B-B It can form very correctly.

[0027] The perspective diagram of drawing 24 and the cross section of drawing 25 show signs

that gave ion milling succeedingly, made the depth of opening 56 invade also into the 1st

magnetic layer 47 partially, and the magnetic pole portion of the 1st magnetic layer 47 was

formed in trim structure. In addition, the cross section of drawing 25 is turned off by the line

which passes along opening 56, and is shown. The depth of the invasion to this 1st magnetic

layer 47 can be set to about 500-800nm. It is magnetic pole partial 54a of the 2nd magnetic

layer 54 by forming such trim structure. The side fringe magnetic flux which leaks from the side

to the 1st magnetic layer 47 can be inhibited, and a performance can be improved further. As

mentioned above, in case it **********s by ion milling, the photoresist layer used as a mask by

reactive ion etching may remove the 1st magnetic layer 47. In this case, after investigating

opening 56 to the 1st magnetic layer 47, the gap layer 48 is removed except for a portion with

the 2nd magnetic layer 54 bottom.

[0028] Although **********jng the 1st magnetic layer 47 and forming the front face in convex

trim structure by ion milling conventionally was performed, the ion beam was conventionally

irradiated perpendicularly to the front face of a magnetic layer. However, when the ion beam was

irradiated perpendicularly in this way, there was a fault which the reattachment of a magnetic

material produces on the side and the upper surface of a magnetic pole portion, and the 1st

magnetic layer and 2nd magnetic layer connect with them too hastily magnetically. In this

invention, in order to cancel such a fault, 40-70 degrees irradiates an ion beam at the angle of

about 45 degrees especially to a direction perpendicular to the front face of the 1 st magnetic

layer. However, if ion beam etching is performed from across in this way, it is magnetic pole

partial 54a of the 2nd magnetic layer 54. Sidewall 55a which changes from a non-magnetic



material to the side of this i.._-gnetic pole portion in this invention smce it becomes thin It forms.

Such sidewall 55a By forming, while being able to prevent effectively the reattachment of the

magnetic material mentioned above, it is magnetic pole partial 54a of the 2nd magnetic layer 54.

It can prevent becoming thin and the thin film magnetic head which has a desired property can
be obtained.

[0029] As mentioned above, in case opening 56 is formed in this example, while the gap layer 48

is removed by reactive ion etching, it is magnetic pole partial 54a of the 2nd magnetic layer 54.

In the side, it is sidewall 55a of a non-magnetic material. Since it is formed There is no

reattachment of a magnetic material as compared with the case where can adopt the ion milling

from slant in case the 1st magnetic layer 47 is **********ed, therefore the opening 56 whole is

formed by ion milling, and the narrow thin film magnetic head of the effective width of recording

track can be realized. And magnetic pole partial 54a of the 2nd magnetic layer 54 is sidewall 55a

about thin ** in the case of ion milling. Since it can prevent, the magnetic pole portion of the

size as a desired design value will be obtained.

[0030] Next, they are a substrate 41, the alumina insulating layer 42, the lower shield layer 43,

the shield gap layer 45, the magnetic-reluctance film 46, the 1st magnetic layer 47, the gap layer

48, and the 2nd magnetic layer 54 Straight-line C-C of drawing 22 The state where ground to

the shown position and the pneumatic bearing side 57 was formed is shown in the perspective

diagram of drawing 26, and the cross section of drawing 27. In case this polish is performed, it is

inside side 56a of opening 56. Since it can observe under the microscope formed in the grinder

and this can be performed as criteria of a position, it is magnetic pole partial 54a. A size can be

formed correctly. Namely, inside side 56a of opening 56 Since it is located in a predetermined

distance from the edge of an insulating layer 49, 51, and 53 and the pneumatic bearing side 57 is

formed on the basis of the inside side of this opening, it can form as the design value of a

request, Distance (distance between straight-line A-A and straight-line C-C) TH, i.e., the throat

height, from the edge of an insulating layer to a pneumatic bearing side, correctly. At this

invention, it is inside side 56a of opening 56. It needs to be located inside the pneumatic bearing

side 57, and as shown in drawing 26, as for inside side 56a of opening 56, after polish remains.

[0031] Furthermore, although the magnetic-reluctance film 46 is also ground by the polish

processing for forming the pneumatic bearing side 57 and MR reproduction element 58 is formed

of it in this invention Although the MR height is decided by the amount of polishes It is inside

side 56a of the opening 56 which formed this polish in the gap layer 48 as mentioned above. It is

carried out as criteria of a position and this inside side edge is an insulating layer 49, 51, and

position A-A of the edge of 53. Since it is formed as criteria MR height will also be correctly

formed as a desired design value. Furthermore, in this invention, since a desired relation is

always obtained between MR height and the throat height TH, these balance can be maintained

at the best state and the highly efficient compound-die thin film magnetic head can be obtained.

[0032] Drawing 28 and 29 show other cross sections and perspective diagrams of an example of

the thin film magnetic head by this invention, and correspond to drawing 20 of a precedent, and

26, respectively. In this example, the same sign was attached and shown in the same portion as a

precedent. In this example, while forming an insulating layer 49 before forming the gap layer 48

after forming the 1 st magnetic layer 47, the thin film coils 50 and 52 in which insulating

separation was carried out by insulating layers 51 and 53 on it are formed, and the gap layer 48
is formed after that on the exposure front face and insulating layer 49 of the 1st magnetic layer

47, 51, and 53. Then, the 2nd magnetic layer 54 is formed according to a desired pattern on this

gap layer 48. After forming the non-magnetic material layer 55 so that the exposure front face of

the gap layer 48, the upper surface of the 2nd magnetic layer 54, and the side may furthermore

be worn, Anisotropic etching of the non-magnetic material layer 55 is alternatively carried out by
using a photoresist layer as a mask, and it is magnetic pole partial 54a of the 2nd magnetic layer

54. The state where the sidewall which changes from a non-magnetic material to the side was
formed is shown in drawing 28. It is the same as that of a precedent, after forming opening 56 in

the gap layer 48 by anisotropic etching, opening is investigated to a part of thickness of the 1st

magnetic layer 47 by ion milling, and future processings are inside side 56a of opening 56 further.

The state where considered as criteria, performed polish processing and the pneumatic bearing



side 57 was formed is shown in drawing 29. In addition, it also sets to drawing 29 and is sidewali

55a. The non-magnetic layer 55 of an except was deleted.

[0033] Inside side 56a of the opening 56 used as the criteria of the position at the time of being

a wrap and changing the position of the edge of an insulating layer being lost by the gap layer 48
in the thin film coil 50, the insulating layer 51 which carries out insulating separation of 52, and

the front face of 53, therefore forming the pneumatic bearing side 57 in this example, The edge

of this insulating layer can be correctly formed as criteria of a position. That is, since changing

the position of the edge of an insulating layer with heat treatment at the time of performing the

Fort Lee SOGURAFU processing is lost after forming an insulating layer 49, 51, the thin film coil

50 by which insulating separation was carried out by 53, and 52, opening 56 can be formed

correctly. Since the thin film coil 50, the insulating layer 51 which carries out insulating

separation of 52, and 53 are protected by the gap layer 48 in case ashing removes a photoresist

layer, in order that a thin film coil may prevent exposing or connecting too hastily, it becomes
unnecessary furthermore, to form an insulating layer 51 and 53 thickly.

[0034] this invention is not limited only to the example mentioned above, and many change and

deformation are possible for it. For example, although Altech which is the alloy of an alumina-

titanium carbide system as a substrate 41 was used in the example mentioned above, the

substrate of other materials, such as an alumina, Si, Si02 and SiN, BN, a ceramic, and diamond-
like carbon, can also be used. Moreover, as a MR reproduction element which consists of a

magnetic resistance element, it is AMR. A reproduction element and GMR A reproduction

element can be used. Furthermore, the gap layer 48 and sidewali 55a Although the alumina was
used as a non-magnetic material to constitute, other non-magnetic materials, such as Si02, SiN,

and oxy-night RAIDO, can also be used: furthermore — the example mentioned above — as a

magnetic layer 47 and 54 — Fe-nickel although the permalloy which is the alloy of a system was
used — an Co-Zr-Sn system alloy and Fe-Zn-N A system alloy and Fe-Ta-C A system alloy,

Co-Zr-Nb, and FeN etc. — other magnetic materials can also be used Furthermore, although

constituted from an example mentioned above as the compound-die thin film magnetic head

which carried out the laminating of the magnetic head for writing of an induction type, and the

magnetic head for reading equipped with MR reproduction element, it can also constitute as the

thin film magnetic head for writing of an induction type.

[0035]

[Effect of the Invention] Since opening which has a medial surface used as the criteria of a

position over a pneumatic bearing side into the portion which adjoins the side edge of the

magnetic pole portion of the 2nd magnetic layer of the above of a gap layer was formed

according to the thin film magnetic head by this invention, and its manufacture method as

mentioned above, in case a pneumatic bearing side is ground, it can form as the design value of a

request of the throat height TH correctly by grinding on the basis of the medial surface of this

opening. Moreover, in the case of the compound-die thin film magnetic head which carried out

the laminating of the magnetic head for reading equipped with MR element, since the balance of

MR height and the throat height TH can always be maintained at a desired relation while also

being able to form MR height as a desired design value correctly, the property of the compound-
die thin film magnetic head is easily improvable.

[0036] moreover, by forming deeply so that the thickness of the 1st magnetic layer may boil the

depth of opening in part at least and it may be attained, it can consider as trim structure and the

leakage of magnetic flux [ **** / un-] can be inhibited When forming opening furthermore, while

being able to shorten etching time by removing a gap layer by the quick anisotropic etching of an

etch rate, film decrease of the 2nd magnetic layer can be lessened, therefore thickness of the

2nd magnetic layer can be made thin, by this, width of face of a magnetic pole portion can be

narrowed, and the width of recording track of submicron order can be realized. Furthermore, a

possibility that between the 1st and 2nd magnetic layers may connect too hastily magnetically by
the reattachment of a magnetic material since an ion beam can be irradiated from across in case

the 1st magnetic layer is **********ed by ion beam etching after anisotropic etching removes a

gap layer, or the effective width of recording track may become large disappears, and

improvement in a performance can be aimed at. Furthermore, since the sidewali of a non-



magnetic material was formeu in the side of the magnetic pole portion of the 2nd magnetic layer,

the thin film magnetic head which that of a magnetic pole portion becoming thin is lost in case
ion beam etching from slant is performed, can form the magnetic pole portion of a desired size

correctly, therefore has desired magnetic properties can be obtained.

[0037] The front face of the insulating layer which carries out insulating separation of the thin

film coil in a gap layer furthermore, in the 2nd example of a wrap It is lost that the edge of an
insulating layer fuses and the pattern of an insulating layer collapses. Since the position of the

edge of an insulating layer used as the datum reference of throat height is specified correctly,

the position of the inside side of opening is decided on the basis of this position and a pneumatic
bearing side is ground considering this inside side as criteria of a position, the throat height TH
can be formed correctly. Moreover, since there is also no change of the profile of an insulating

layer, let the apex angle theta be a desired design value correctly. Furthermore, since the medial

surface of opening serves as criteria of a position in case MR reproduction element is formed,

physical relationship of the throat height TH and MR height can be made into the thing of always

a request, and these balance can be made into the best state.

[0038] As mentioned above, the highly efficient thin film magnetic head which was carried out as

the design value of a request of the throat height TH, the apex angle theta, and MR height

according to this invention can be obtained, the detailed thin film magnetic head which made
especially the width of recording track submicron from several microns can be obtained, and
improvement in field recording density can be aimed at. Moreover, since the thin film magnetic

head as a design value is obtained on the occasion of manufacture, the yield is improved and

cost can be reduced.

[Translation done.]
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0 ^©«tt«l7tt±JfibfcT«->-^H«tt

Hl3t<tt)lcllR?l±* :F*«aaiR-r4±«S'-;UH«
ttH©«ffis^rrattfeK:*affl»iii««'\y f©t
OTttJl<i:LT©^?: ;bWr-5 ;fo©T'&^„ Zl^Tte:

R>fl©fl!lLhc:©«ttHl7S«affl«a'Sy

*-#©«ttJiTfc* E tfcftl bTll 1 ©JcBttjf

17©±£#«tttm, PRtf7;Rtit)^t7
^1185:150 ~300nm ©RfffcJRffcU S&Ki:©**
y^H©±t:«SaiBaktt©7* hl/vX hH19£ttlft&

©VXi'T^'f ^>hTFf^©/1^->tC^JEiS;L,

tcd©7* hl/vx hB©±IC. 0H*.tfSy:D*£5^1

B©»Bl3'f;i'20*»i«-r«.

[0 0 0 6] B7Kj*'tJ:3fc:. ftlJ|g©*IJt

=K;U20©±K. it&*tg©VX;77^K*>h£fToT
lawto^^Hi'^h^ift^ufca. ^-©±®£
¥SiT-5fc«e>fc, 0J*-« 250° CT^-^TSo $b
fc, £©7* hPvXh«21©¥Stb^S®©±^
2HB©»R3>f;U22*»J«b. £©?S2)f B©»|gSn

-f ;U22©±ICiiSffSv^ £ 77-f / > FT'7 * h 1^7,

M23S#j£Ufcft, ffSWH3'r;P22©±©7* M/
^H23©«iSft^str*fcie)k:', m^.«250

o c

hl^^7.M19, 21fc ettm£&fSg©Y3>;5'77-f ^

H©Xy^Sfi«©SJptbTXn-hA-f h (THJ^MR

[0 0 0 7] jfclc, 09{c^TJ:5»^ ^+>yy®18i5

J:tf7* hU-^X MB 19. 21fe=t^23©±(C

-TD-fJ:0l«S*2©«ttJB24ft3'-4ui ©I^JPT

Bra©/t*->cLfca«oTa!R«fc»£-r5. ^©^
2 ©BttjB24tt«aiiSiH15S»J«b&«*»6Wa&ffi

«kl*^T*l©l»ttH17t««lU. »l*«fctf«2©

«ttJHfc«fc-3T«/SSn«HI«»*»H3-f;i/2a 22*t

iiOStt-Sct^tLT^S. ^©fS2©ettJB©«ai9(
»\t H77 ^«*«?rr-5Bfa©»«*.fc^'fx©m
*«»*#1>T^*. ^2©«ttl24^cfcU:^

+ y7*H18©«a*ffi©±K7^S^J:Dj«<5*-; ,«-

3-r-125=&ttffl-r5„ 8SiSi>iJ1315£JtM£L

fc'flnS26*W«UT«aE»K*t»l6lT*x7' ,«7 ,J

>^ffi (Air Bearing Surface :ABS) 27 SJgj^bfca^S"
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T««fitfflB15t>W*3ft. MRS**^***! 6*1-5.

22i3<tt>*MR|l4* :P28lc*H--5amW^5fT?5: 5 fc*

[0 0 0 8] BIO. llJ3«ktfl2tt, ±®Lfz£o izLX

-hS25**^x^-r jen-?:
n»fffi0> iEi5B*«ktf¥

®0T&£. fcS, HlOKfctvm. MRH4* :f28*BI

trt;u5 14*3<fct;i6**-oi8akjittt^
u 0i2(c^t¥B0t*^Ttt. mmzffimtT&rz

=fc5tc, »R:a<;M0.22*iM^BT57*hl^*
hai9, 2i. 2z<DmBoAa*ttsm&st9i2<Dm&
S24©±Bi©j£f££(Apex Angle:7^-^^X7>y
;M fl*±JEUfcXD-h/W KHi5«fctfMR/vf hit
fefciftffiSAy F©ffi|g£&)rr-5mg>S:7 7 7*i:
&oT^£„ *fc, 012©5FS@fcS'TJ;5t. §12©
mtt»240BSS^24a ©*iWfct$E<&oTi5D. d©

©fiW£T£5£ttllE<"r5jB>Ba**5.

[0 0 0 9]

£tf|f§2©mttJil7:l3j;tf24. ^y7"J118. SPIgia-f

;l^20, 22fc£fc«fc^T«jSSn5flB»Jfl©MBtB^\y

K©ttf6£ffl±T5#Eata*. *&, ±^bfcct5(C

JR'Sy KiBBLfeBSSMBBJ^v Ffcfc^Ttt,

B&fflffl«*^v H©tt«*ffl±3tt.5©£rai$K:lfHJc

ffloaat'w KottBfeGLkstt-s&Kja***.

-h/Vf MH*«fctf7*y*X7>^;i'0£»ffS0Rffl-

[0 0 10] 7D-hM HTHttWBa-Ol''

20, 22€JKB£HIT*lfiBB19C!>. $g2©8&14lf24©ffi&

@8B#24a «©SB*tX7' ,C7 ,J>yffi27t©IB©Efi

£UTJ£B;£*15j8«. *B©Bffiia8fC*«r»Ttt. «fiiB:

B19©B»©(MttWttT«fcl>©T, C©«»««Bfa
©ttBKJBtfSnT^-SfcCtU d©3»£ftB©&
«P&l/TBfS©Xn-h/vr hHW*»6tt-5«fc3K:x7

"57U>^27*W*UT^*. -jEf. »R=K;M0.
22«»fifrr*RK:tt, 250

0
C &£©BftiI!tf&£ft5

**. ^©Ja»|C«t-3TW»)B*«lSTS7* hUv'T. F

B#£nu ifi»B©A**->©-*ffia»g»rr<&. -n
K«toT«»B19©±J6J^fcSfi»©«i«t>a5Wrr5i:t

CJftO. *©»*£LT£©B**tttt±©{M«ip£
UT»*Sn*«*fiB»24a fflfi$TibWD-h;W
KTH© >f-ftfcBfS©K«-ffli&> 6-ftlT 3

*. fttzmmmw, 21. 23s«j«r-5 7* m^^mb
!8«j¥<»ritsns»^t:tt. -€-©/t^->©-rn(io. 5

jum gffi<>:£*?(*T*£<&0, &5^n>#>6+»-7*5

*n>S*©tt»lfc*n-h/vr MH6S£tt&<*l!
"T*J:ttt"T?*«:^. C©J:"5tWP©»l»7*

oTt>/ ,«^->*t<'rn*»n*«7c*<ft:<&.

KH»»1i©«£i!»B*a^ KTtt, XD-h/W

fcO. 5 nm \zbm-rz>*:%umgv>tzib\z, X7^7'J
>dfiH27©WB©RK;*a-h/W hTB*SW*R£<fB

j&*«*5.

[0011] sfc, ±a!bfe^a»c=k-pT^ii9,
21. 23S»ritr57*hUS?*hK#»KTS©T. B
l0t*-TJ:3«ccn&©l68kB©«ffiK:J:oT«3£Sn

5^n77-fMJEftU 7^y£*7>iOl/0t>3a5

MBat'Sy F©*H£K:je»U £©3E»fc <fcoT4*tttf«

*J*£fc5E2:a*LH;u«»5. C©,k "5 £«£*©«»

nh-otzo z\<D&otmmmWf\znwm%'sv h©*
BflS#£»I^K£*S<&5'b©T*5. ±j£L£^
jfitt, BB^'OWO. 22*»j6jfT5IB©7*hU^h

Aw^gBt^^x^?)^ c©j:'5aji«taatt3'f

;i/©¥iHb^>3-f ;HB©«i|»ft*fT*: 5 fc*lctt&B©

[0 0 12] 3 6fc, «ftffitt« ;PJ:Dl«*«!atffl'\y

FTfi, B«£ttB*£ UT««©Kt>OIR *?*l6ffl

r*^ticj:oTttii©si±^ij«T#«««. ssicBi

E»««Sfi±aii--5K:tt, JtiEUfc«fc5fcX7'S7U
'

>£fiE27j&* SCBSKfigiBti^28©»3 t bTlt*Sns
MR/W h*WS©KtfffiaOKBiM-*&Ba*fc*. fH

BoBiBiftgfcfc^Ttt. d©«vvf htt±iffil,fc;*D

-h/W MHtra*Kx7^7U>^ffi27*W*T.*IR
©W*ftfcJ:oTft»6 6n**«. ±j^bfccfc5lc:J:©f?

i9©ttB&&w<D&mt LTffton. ^©«a
BB©s»©{tB*n»«iaic«toTjeirr-5©T. mra

-f ht>3E»"r*^tic*»j. K«-ffia0lcBJB-r<5it

^T^T. MR/N-f h©?F^(Cj;S^SO©<£T*!±i;,

[0 0 13] tfiifflBft^y Fi»*fitt#FS

y FfCi5^Ttt. Bi&^eftAy KOXO-HA-f FTH

tSKSfflBJS'Sy H©MR/\-f ht©A7>X**BBT»
S„ Cine.—0©7Ti/^tt, 7* hUv'XhiDSES
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®mm\v, 21. 2z<D&wm%t> vm&.*t¥n<D-*z9

75f *>S©fi!gt, «fS»PIICck^X7^7U>^
ffi26©an»flEt:<t-3T*)6an*©T?. mr« lSKsrr

z&mm 1 9*5<t#2 1©a**- >©fi«£fc>i**»/h0ss

ft/hi LTfe, ±KELfc:J;5tC»^a^;U20. 22$Ktt

5MRf*«»IB19. 21, 23S«l«f«7* bUitXhM
(DAp-yAmmwizj:-!t< m-s ^ t \z o-

y h tmmmmn.^ v Kio^7>^*«< -m. Rets

[0 0 14] 3 Sic. BllfrSflSjfcfc.fcSK:. 17^
7D >ifSi27fc:£W-<&»i©mttH17©lI4:£2©«tt

H24©G8Sg&24a ©fiWitt*S< SfcoT^S»£,

*ffl-r*fc»» « i ©««©*&*» 2 ©mtt«24©e
H8B#24a ©«WJ:Dt>iM&ttfc*<&r), €©&**

«ar©jSffiE*«BflMfcl;:fl^. Efth7v*
©«©«/MbWiA/-n>«!S*, -kjfiu&tM' K5-r h*»

*fcE*SftTt>*«fl^*->©ift*&£*»58£U
KiBE»««#»re*fc<*oTV>*. Z<D£of3.m

Sifttsftfec. Bi3fc*T.k3.fc:, fgi©B8ttJl

17KiM*aS#-17a S#J«LTHJA«jfi£U £©fl«
«»©SS*2©«ttH24©»ff»»24a ©*St^L<
r* z. tam^tixar), w*«#w¥7-220245#&
«, H7-225917*t&«, H7-262519#a«$3«fctf|i|7-29

6331*4WIfc£fcllll*;&nT^S.

[0 0 15] H13C*UfcJ:"5fCjBl©«ttJB17lcfl*

g&#17a *»*1-*KSfcoT»4, JB 2 ©GBttJi24©GB

®SB#24a ©*fcB£3li*fc»&K:, |g 2 ©«8tt;i©fiB

fiSfl*»J«U&«, £©gJ2©fiBttB©itBffiSB#£^

>^SffoT*lry^'Hl8€Hi5!s-rstt ibt:*l©«
ttBl7fe-t©RJP0-O»k:S-3T5(M) nmg&l&SLT
US. L*»U **v7Bl8£«jarr<57;i'5;*-©'f;i-

>== U>^IC*m>X^>yj£gtt. 7nm/

&3*,S#efc3. £©££©<*>$ 'J >yjc:;tt

T5fg 2 ©«ttJH24fc««T4«tttmT? a-v P

-f©Xy^>^3MEf421ni/»taif»©T?, TXi'tL
TflUflTS82©«ttJa24©Ki*DS#*LT-t©Rff

«ttB24**y*&K:J:oT»Jifc-r*fc*. ^©HJIS:
»<T*£, ^©&*lg|5#24a */X^-=>^1:4|Rl:

Jl©«t'5fc7*hUyxhR*JS<"rst«*!K
#24a ©BW*»< briefs rt38«Hlltiftr), «A«
+h^5 ^ a Yvv ^iHtWJCT-5>*S©^^^

[0 0 16] S6(c, <t>f-Al7f>^l:ioT
* * v 7/1 18* «txm 1 ©fcttll 7£X y f-y itt% IB

(C, 9$2©«1£124©ttfiffi^24a *-7X^iUT^©
»*ini;»tt©iatt»»i7« *#jfrr*fc«>K:tt, m

©«kpttSii[©-f*>if-AXy^>^*fi5t. $1
©attJH7©iMKS5#17a i5<fctfSg2©mtilI24©fiBg

g&#24a ©Mcxy^>^tctD±i;feS^#*-r
£©£ 5 ckoTflll©l5BttJf

I7£SI52©BttJi24£#^ttfcffilSL&D.

»*©&3&h5v**jW£<fcoTL*K ffiS©1#

1 ©«tt«17©»*©-«#KEoTHn«Sffl»)Ttf

#x.?>n3#. ^'©*&K:tt3S2©fl8ttJi24©aMa»

24a ©«BfcXy31 >if;£ft.5«J:3te&D, B«83-ftf

i<&^Tl/*K »3fS©m®l$tta*»&nft<fcSfc

[0017] *»w©Btttt±ifiLfcfe*©jiflt««'\

y H©^jft*l8S6tU» BfS©»ttSWUfe*«6K^iBIB

D-wnwr^wr^s. «*»»©*

ii*S^IttbJ;5tT?) :b©-e*§„ *^K©ffi©S

TH, 7^7^X7>^9. fi&ffi8B#©i-frfc<fctfMR/N

-f h*Bfa©tttUfc*^ffl*l!l««Ay H*«fctWE-©

«jfi*ft*««bJ:5i:r'5t>©T»*.

[0 0 18]

[IHi&*»T*fc*©#ftJ *»MfcJ:*»fll«»^

j£rsfi©«aff»*wr*jii©KttJBt-, -©^i
©J8ttJB©«S«»©MS1 1 fcfCX7^7 U >i^® 5r

«<arrs«aBKi-**rb, x7^7u>^^e»8tnfc
tt«ic*t>T*i ©«ttai«aw»caiii3nfc*2©
«ttBt, ,C©» 2 ©«ttJH©^«:<&*>««»»©«
iBft«5J:3fc»ft*nfc#«tt»»©*-f ;p

i, ^«C<<!: i&lflEX7^7U>^S{I*5^Tmi©Jg
ttJB©«««»tJ(l2©«ttJB©«aS«»t©IIIUc^#

tf»2©JKttHSao. flWBX7^7'J>yiBK:*«r»T

S-B-Si 5 KlKtE^ 1 43«fctf*2©«
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-rampas. fl&Essi £±#£2 ©««=«©«*»#
©HatRfiTsaa-fc. J»E¥*y:/JIft*»UTS6

[0 0 19] SSfc, *«WfcJ:S»gOKft'\y h*©S!

T£»3ft*J:3fc»Jfrr*ISi. l»E*l©«ttJI
©±tc&ai fc«t r>xmAz.wm\z*rtm£ ftfc#<i-e

2©«teJI*»jfc
,r*lSi, £©Sf§2©fi&ttJl©'>&

< t t>«8@g|$#©«Ii|ffift«3 J; 5 fcSM8tt*m©-!M K

#©«R<!:P&T5i»fE^-;/y)Ift. ^2 0lttl©

Ac?* h hJIftVT.^ £T3g#ttXy^>;?l;:
«fc0»*LTBlP«*»*'r*I8t, (WE*2©Btt
©«**#*J:E*!M Ftf*-;i'ft-7*££l/ri»E

m©»ttlftXy?>^bTWEIlPtt©*aftiSl
©BttJBfcaHfrttfcftAS-fr-SIgi. d©l»PgB©rt

«atft&«©s*p£LT3«, *i*±r;iB2©«tti
©aa»»*«trx^n6k:j:oT«Esnfc*-i'y^ji*

[0 0 2 0] J^Ufc+SWI©!*^^? Hfc«tn

©ct 5 tc«e#i©x y ittmHomatt?z»&m\m
<» HPWcrtftiBftSVtLTWaTSJittfT*.
£©MPffi©rtfli&©ttlKtt:. IBiRJI©Wft©ttB©X

nt has \z z.(Dffimv&w&mmtLxmm izmiz

»©w*jaa©t*ic:tt^©iip»©rtffliBf*. mmwt
izmmLtcmfflimT'&z>z\ttf-czz><DT'. xj^tu
>^©ffl*ftjE*K:Sjrefr*. LfcrtSoT, !S2©
«tt»©«**»©ftST**^n-h/W KHftlEHS

k:Bra©RW«at)K:a*ct*«T*, ffittf)B©«Ktt

»^yHS#*Ct««Tf**. 4 SC. Sg2©JBttJf©

««»»©«iSJc»a*«tti»»J:Dj«*"y--f k?*-^
!G»»JSSnTlr»3©-C. ««f«#©-+fefl«:7D-te;*4'fc:

SE»-r5Ctttft<, BrS©«ft»ttS«~rsWR«ja
'Vy KftffittT* $&/>]©&£«

K£«*fflK*?ftm>fcttJIWfla«^y Hi ft

a-h/W MHtMR/Vf h£©/l7>Xftflfl;:iJrH©IM

#£&o'<h#T-#. Ktttl©*#l!»SI«»'v.y Hft

#«z:t«»T€r*. «jliSi©«ttJB©«S8R»ftha
i»«jSfr«3lt3J«T€r*©T, Eftl$©ilK!MB& T
fctoStM H 7 'J >vfi&3Cte4>fc < ft D , h ? y ^iUft

[0 0 2 1] *WHK<fc**«B»'\5/ K©«
Jfi*ffiC*^Ttt, *«tt«WHc«tr>T«totlfc»2
©Bttli©«««$J'*«fctflH H9*-^t";^i
©±lc»j*bfc7* M^x^tLT^t-y
^Hft^ttx>y^>y(CJ;oT3iK»lc^*tTSP
fflft»J*Ufc«. HP»l*Jt:«aiUfc*l©«ttHft,

«Atf^:*>5U>yTXy^>^LTiapaB©fl!Sft
IS 1 ©«ttl©«»©-«»C*T?JI 0 Tlf« J: 5 K b
TIa£^\ *iry:/l©ft#ttxy^>yK:»-r*xy

fc, ^©Jl*ttXy51>y©l6©JB2©«ttli©««a5
»©R«0«^/i<. Lfctf^T£©»«»#©«»*
#££U:fcJP<LT33<&Bai&<&D, ^©«g*i:L
T««{t*fPiffitft:D. «aa5»©sftiiiE<-r*^ta«

3 etc, lMx7f>^tiJ;0*f^il:
HP«ft#tiSLfc«. ^©^PSKftx>y51>^fc=k0m
i ©«tti©iiw©-*»-K:3rr*si?«<»jaf*
*«, £©Xy^>^r*>5y>^TffT&5©*«iei
t?»d, d©-r^->5'j>^ft, $i ©&&££&&
#|6jfre>40~60

o
. »C45° ©ft««Jt«»Lfc*fiI*»

&ff& 5 £ £ fc«fc oxxy?ys/mt Lis.s«tt»»*»
««»#©HB5K:?ftt«LTS& 1 i5«t^m 2 ©«ttfim

«««aWJCffl»bfcD, H«h7y^S3&«j£*«5©ftHi

jhT*dt«»T€f-5. ^Ac, ^©-r^>5'J>^©[^(r
tt, *2©«ttJI©«S«»©«iiitt*«tt«tt©iJ--f

*-;UT«*>nTl>*fc*. 'T^->5 ,J>yft^*

^ft^tir^cttffiftoTBraoaft^ttftwrsw

[0 0 2 2] #«9ilC«fc<5WRBa'\y KOffaftllJS

»BBWK3-f;i'©SBlfiJ:tf»2©«ttJBIBCfiirrs

«»ftf^Wk:»Rr*i9Eiia«l!l©aiBftB5. -©
J=5t**yyjBT»W3-f;U©lfi«Bft«3i:i:lcJ:

Olft»IB©«i»©ffilB«»*IWait*«!a:<ttO, Ufc

3^^TWEMP«©ffiflift«>ffl©rt«»ft;:©«»©
*»ftfi«©**Pt LTE*lw»|«1-* - t*«T*S.

*5fiMK<fc*»R«a^y H©J?S^*a«3J(c

*ir>Ttt, ft8ES^t, Jgi©g&ttJf <t©Rm;:. m^W
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mam^. ^©»>W2x7^7U>7*iEfI§Stfi-t

5.

[0 0 2 3]

[5fiW©*iS©»lB] 014~27tt*^BJICct'55SS)iam

^-rj;5(C, 7;Ut-^ y£ (AlTiC) S«41©±lr7;P5
:ttfiiiJ142* 3~10Mm <D&Z\zfflmi&tZ>. Jfcfc,

&i£f;:J:oTA-VD^Jf43£& 2-3 ©JP£lCJ£

ffc-r*. 3L©^-VD-f«43*J:tf7;WS^-»

j&H42©8tt}bfcSffi©±(C4~6Min ©KffTT^S
:Mt44£»fKLfcft, «Mn9f*£&aft#flMn9F*
(Chemical Mechanical Pol ishing:CMP) fc«koT^Ii£

¥fifcLfc#!8£H16fc:jK-r.

[0 0 2 4] 5kC *»#»«kDfifc*->-;VF:?+y7

R45K«K$n*±5 fc«aJSSBa**^fr*MRR46*

Br£©/^->KUfc#:?T»j£U S6K:*©±t:»
awwiraaAy k©t»»«s*«-*** i ©&«)
47£ 2-4 um ©JS3fcfflR»fc}gri6U ££>f;:g:M£

^<Tfc«6tC, aS^©±tC7;i'5^^5~6 urn

©ffSCJgtiEl/fctk CMP T'OTfLTfgl©&ttJ147©

**v7*H48£'150 ~300nm ©RSKJBjjEU S6W
©±IC 7^-y £ 7.

7

>{f)V 9 *©7* h 1/

KR£0l**l»SUi49£m£©/^->fcUfca*-3
T»«-r*. C©itt»149©±K:IIIJ:Ol3E*»

l3>f^50feJ:tf52*ll»151*«fctf53K:J:oTSV»lC

«a»»rs«fc3tc»j«iyfc*5»sHi9K:*-r.

T, aic®l©BttJB47t*2©«ttSt«qBaWCIS
^anTIB«B»*»flll«3ti*J:3K:IBaUB49. 51. 53C

«S§P47a Z<D£of3.®mzi'( JKDBrfiX

[0 0 2 5] jfcc, B20K:jjs"r i: O fc, B£JP#3~4u
m ©£2©SttJB54S*E8lU%:&. 3rS©/1^->©7
* FUyX hB*fflV>Ta*?WK:llte6l/TBr)e©*ft*

"r*«*»»54a ft#J*T*. £©IB, BttttttttHP

47a ©*fcfeiW»sn, mi©®tt®47<»:^2©JStt^

54tttHP&^UT«awtc*isan*. Sfi2©

«ttjB54©sffi*«fciflHflffafctfk:** yyH48©*aa
jlS±K:7;i'5^J:0fiR«#KttJB55*. «*.«150 ~30

Onn ©JPSfcBWcUfcft, m&gB#54a fiW©«»*7
* h l/5>* hfflKl«tr3T*BbTJl*ttXy^>^*ff

8S«ft54a ©«iBlC*Btt«»«tOl«*-y--f

[0 0 2 6] H2l~23k:S-r«fc5fC. S&2-©«tt

S54©a^»54a *±^*©«ffit»j«UfcU--f H"7

*-;P55a Bffffi#©fil^$fc*g&©nP£Jgj£

bUiSZ bS£-7X7£LT*-Vy7"JI48£g

7" (Reactive Ion Etching:RIE) l;:J;DRfc£LTg§2©&

tt*54©«iBeW©#«tt*f * 1 1 "bk**
v7'JI48fcBin»56ft#Jj»-a. eO'JJi'f-f^t
>X-y^>7"te. H*.ttCF4 , BCls. Cl 2 ^fc«BCI 3+C

liCJJHaiWT&p BCUtCh
£©il£»H»l>iTfT&3«£fctt. Clz ©gq&ftG*50

* *iB*fc^J:5fcT3©tf$faT*S. fcfc, 022,

23, 2443j;yC26(C*3ViT(i, 1H K"7*-;U55a fit*©

#*ttB55tt#B&l/T»S. t<DU7j?r^^*>X
y?>ffcWTS7 ;U5 ±i 0 5 =F* y 7°S48©X y

48KWP«56&#j*T*&»©Xy^>iTOMttl~'2
#T+#Ta&0, 8jfil«M©£l8#fBns. Sfc, 3©
MPa56*}g*r-5IRKtt. !KftJB49. 51. 53©,

/W h«fi«S{tB©a£*Ptb. HPS©AAAiii56a
*«i©W*A-A *»6Bf«©Ell«^IBIIBUfca[«B-B t
-Srr**3K:»fi!Ef d©«t3(C^^^7*®48$rS
KW(CX-y51>^LT^P^56*^-r^.|^iCtt*^
-;\'-a-M (B9#m) iwgusnTtst. mm
S49. 51, 53©> «ff»»i»|$I-r-5«Bk*^*Ct39»
-?££©-?, ite&)I©«^&»©»«P<!:UTMPg556
©Mffiltt9S6a ©fiSB-B *#to«>TiEfl|t:»riW*J:

[0 0 2 7] 5IS«€f-f*>5U>yftlfibTI|P«56

©S^ 1 ©«ttH47K1>»»»k:ftAa-&T» 1 ©
«ttJB47©««ffi^ft h U A«jftK»BKUfc«^ftH24

©«MRH**tfla25©WiBHTr«r. 025©»f®
an. UPasse^a-s^T^oT^Tfcw-cs-s., ;:©

^l©mtt@47^©«A©S§^tt, «sj^.«500 ~800nm

8«t-r*^t««T?€r<5. ^©i^^h'jA^ja^^fiSc
1-^>31<hlc<};-pT^2©ett®54©iS@gB»54a ©ffiO®

frsm i ©«sttS47{c}!fin?)-y-'r H7 u >5>«jK*«ijk

±^Ufc=t'5 {C^ 1 ©mtt®47^-r ^->5 U >m-y
^>^-rsistrtt» u7£t^ *>x>y^>;y-ev

«r». ^©«^IC«, MPa556Sr^l©iKttS47*TlBD

Ttffc&fi, JB2©«ttH54©T«K:»4a»*l*l»T
^^>7°jl48tt^i$n?)„

[0 0 2 8] -f*>5U>^K*oT*l©«tt
»47ftXy^>d/ UT-€-©*iB*i!btt© h «J AflljifC^

14®©SffltcMLTIItt(C,TOLT^fco UA^b-r*>
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3BWTJ4C©«fc-5^j«**«fr*fc*H. Sgl©fiBtt

«©SBflSil^^(fiJlI*fLT40~70 o
. ftlC«£:45

0

54©jSB@gB#54a *»MT»4C©«*«»

T5. £©<fc5&lM' ;M5a %mi&TZ>Z-t\Z

t S <t 1 (C^ 2 ©ffittB54©SSIS^54a tfJO

[0 0 2 9] ±j£bfc«fc5fc, *fQS«fc*lvrttH!P

«56ft»j«-rsiB, ^-V>y7
pH48«'JT^T-'<>r'f^>

x y =5-y9 \z J; oTiSStiT t»% 1 1 h tc?g 2 ©j&tt

ff54©»Btt#54a ©«iBlCtt*«ttlf»©-y--f

-;U55a #^JG£SnTH-5©-e> 3§l©&tt)147£xy
3L>^T-5&»C{i#W>fr£©-f:t>$ 'J >4f*«jaT-5

e»J«fS«^tltKbT«tt»»©Wt3»**a:<, II

3»H5y^«©«lr»»ilBft'Sy F SCSI'S
*«. l^fe, -f^->5U>^©^(^ Sf§2©fi&ttJ154

©«ffa»54a*qai*S-y--f K»>*-;M5a T?H?jfct?#

s©t. ffia©Rtt*ffiD©^ffi©««at$ha*#5n*

[0 0 3 0] Jfclc, ££41. 7*5:HMM42» TS5->

-;Vh*S43, ->-JH**iry:7Ji45, fi8^»taH46, %
l©fiB14S47, '**y^JB48*J:tf»2©«ttH54SH
22©fi8C-C -e^Tfefi*1?WSbTX7^7 ,J>^S
57 V tzttM£026©#$i0*5 J: tf027©»rffiE (c

ST. H©W**fra:3IRlCtt, IHPgB56©rtfl!lfflffi56

a ftW*«lc«ltfcBm*CJ:oTWjfU, ZtlZfo®
<D&mtVTftfco Z.ttf-VZZ><DT. ttKffi#54a ©
Tffi*iE*fc»j*Tsi:i:#-e#.&. TfctoS, ISpSB

56©MMJHffi56a tt*fi*il49, 51. 53©JS»*»60Bt©
K)ilC(t«l/T*0, X7^7'J>^ffi57(iCl©^PgP

©i*!«fliiii***PtUT»iasnT^*©Tr, fawn©
«JW»6X7^7U>^af*-C©E»( SiH
c-c t©pBi©iE^) . nwxa-h/w MHSBfa
©»IHI»DK:iE«HC»rtrrsct3ft«T*<5.

tt. lPg&56©rt<M<R!lffi56a fiX7^7 U >i^ffi57©rt

Weft© l/T«r>**R*»» 0 , 0261;:STJ: 5 (Cffifff*

*BBPBK6©rt^Si56att3»fipl,T^.5.

[0 0 3 1] S&t, *56BJ!(c:*3^T«, X7^7U>
^ffi57*»/atT4fc»©W*iaak:J:oT««JSt«l46

t>W*3ftTIIR??£*^58#»j£;£ft.&j&«. ^©MR/N-f

?7H48lCft?j£UfclBPffi56©MIIMffi56a £ft

©ssptbTfftoft. z\(Dfommmt%m.mA§, 51,

53©«»©fi[BA-A *S*PiUT»j*anT^S©-e.
MR/W S=bH)fS©igttffla0{ciEffi(c^j5e$nsc:<J:{c

fc*. S&K, *»Wfc*l»Ttt, MR/WbtXD-h
/w MHt©Mic#fcBfa©Hff««»6n*©T. c:n

5©A7>X2r«^©ttffi(c«ocit^T#. iUtttg©

[0 0 3 2] H28*J:tf29»4**Wt:«fc*»fl|«»'\y

H ©tt©*K«©»fiBH*«tEX»aHSS"r*>©•?»
0, M0!l©B2O:fc«fcrmK:*n^ft»jfrr<5 ,b©-C*
S„ *«t:*v»T«ttWtPl«©fi5»K:«HUiRF#SWJt

TSLfc. *09K:iiHTtt, »l©«ttJS47S»iaSbfc

*^:/Jf48£^T5«iWlCi^l49£^T-3
tt%\z*<Dnzm®ms\&&tf'ii\z&-3Tim.ftMis

ttfclttla-f Jl/50£«fctf52*»j£U *©»£» lBtt
J147©Bffi^Hi5<fct$fifiyf49, 51, 53©±fc=F* y 7
H48S»J*TS. ?©«. C©=f+y7rS48©±fc:®2

©«ttB54SBfa©/1^->k:lxfc3&«-3T»j«l/, $£>

tc^-fr y ^Ji48©«tll«ffi*J:E«B2«tta54©±M*

{c^ttx-y5L>^LT^2^ttS54©5S@^54a ©
mmz#m&ttn£r)i8.z-v-< H«>*-jv*»j«-ufc«
»sb28k:*t. K»©«attW«a:ra*T*o, s#
ttx?^>^fcJ;oT*ir:y:/H48fcllP«56S»jfcb

-r^->5'j>i^?Hpa*ai©«tta47©jps
©-«»*TrfflDT«f> Se>(c^Pgg56©rtffl(IJS56a

^*-;U55a £W©*«ttS55ttB!ll»b&.

[0 0 3 3] *«(C*l»Ttt. =^+y^ffl48k:J:-3T»

3©t, i6»a©j(i»©ffi«*qfiirr-5tt*«tt<ft

0, l/fc3ft»oTX7^7U>^B57ft»jaW*|R©fl:a

©SPt3ft*IBP»56©rtfllI«ffl56a d©«fe@tffl©

T&t>-&. «ea^49, 5i, 53Tie»»a*nfc»K3-f
^50. 52*»j«ufca. 7*huv^57iaa*tftt3
IB©)Ri^k:^oTiN»a©Wk©ffiB^lb-r« c £

tc, 7*hU>?Xh®Sr7^-»^(C«t0^STS^IC
*>. WWa-f^SO. 52«IB8^a-rdlBfiUB51. 53tt^

*y^«48fcj:'3T«ttsns©T, »«3-r;p*»ata

Ufc0ffl»bJt0"r*©*H?Jh1-'5fc*tl6«B51. 53

[o o 3 4] -^BWiJtfcUfcuaflfc^iKfcsn*
fe©T«^<, »*©asH^»*»*«?iiBir*s.
tf. ±JBUfc*JS«Tftt. **41tLT7;PS^-

^

>*—/t< h*©^4T»S7JI'5ry^*ffllr»fc*»» 7
;l^;K Si, Si02 . SIN , BN» t75?^. ^V ;E>
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F 9 -f >13. £©ffi©*W©*«*fli C t

T*#«tt*r»tl>T7;U5^-S«fflLfc3&«, Si02 . Si

<ht)T$5. SSK. ±J£Lfc*ifi0ra*BttJI47. 54

ttTFe-Ni &©£&T&£A*-VP'f Co

-Zr-Sn^-&&> Fe-Zr-N Fe-Ta-C Co-Z

r-Nb. FeN fc£©ffi©tttt#»e«fll'rsj:t<bTS

&*£S!WlfflBa^ y H tLTM Lfctf*. RSI!©*

[0 0 3 5]

3S2©«ttH©«S^©«ft£|^*3S#'K:. 17

(c £ (Dm ufflofoMM* vxmmt* £ t tct

h feBfa©RM-tta 0 fcIE*K:»j£T<5 CI itfT** t

[0 0 3 6] llPgfc©^$£!gl©ffiBttS©§IJP

a*r tr3 1 1 1»c» 2 ©&i£ji©iett o £4>& < -ra c

3 *+y7JB*Jl#ttXy^>iric,fc

lcattHfcXy^y-rsiRK:, -f:*>l£-A£j5W>

*»6B88rr* - i#-rs*©T«tt*m©Hft*ic «fc

Tfg 1 £itffg 2 ©«ttffllH*»«aWK:SI8Snfc 0 >

tl©|S]±^@n-5. jS2BttJB©eS18^-©ffl

Stc#&ft$m©-tM K«>*-;n6»j«Ufc©T.
*»s ©'f *>t-ax y > fits, omzhmm^ft
#*M*;:itt&<&!5. Wa©Tfft©«S«»*iE«K:

[0037] ast. ffKa^r^^ifiR^Rrrsififta

©gffl£¥-V >y7plT®e»^2©H^J-Ctt, "MiRn©
m«»««]»ut«»h©/^->*«< rns - tifin<

&9, XP— h/W h©ffi«Sqstfti*fiakH©«»©

«i[«*«jEa[K:a3Esn. c©ffi«%*istbTiiPff©
rtflOfl(ffl©fi:S^ft«) &n. ©f*gfl!HBlffi£&g©s*P

iUTX7^7«J>^®*W*$n-S©T. XP-hA
•f hIH*iE*lr»j«-rs^t*»T**. *&, *6i&JI©

%>IE*KSra©RtMtfc"r*££a*T*S. MR

?i^5R^*»)*r*iRt:t>iipa5©rt«ffi3a«fi[«©sip

£&&©T\ XD-hA-f hTH£MR/W FtWftgP^

[0 0 3 8] J^bfc.fc3fc*580lfcJ:ftfcr. XP-hMM 71yi?Z7>if)\'0&&xm/\'( h&ffiM

©RfrttilD Lfc*tt1l6©»«BjK'\y F#»Stt, «
1^7 y ^*l£gc$ i/ P >a> 37*5 * P >t Ltc®ffl

©1111^7 K*«#6ns©T, *SD**3fc«S*U

[0B©ffi*^ciftBJ]

[01] B 1 ff*©«^i!»lll«»^y H©«a*
&©«!U©Ig$r*-rSlTffi0-C*^.

[02] B2H |B|i;<-£©*©Ig£jS-r&fiBHT?*

*.

[03] 03tt, Hi;<-?-©*©xs**-r»rSiHT*
-5.

[04] H4tt, rai;<-t©*©X8ft«-r*riBHTf»

[05] ass. rac<-t©-jfc©ie**'rwiiiHT*

[06] 06 a, iBii;<-t©*©iess-r»fiBBiT»

[07] 0 7tt, isii;<-t©*©xes*-r»fiiBiT»

[08] 08«. rai;<-€-©j*c©xafts«"rwiBBT*

[09] 09tt, raU<*©*©xaftjRT»riiiBT*

[010] HlOft I^i;< je©^©Ig^T»ftS0

[11 1] 01 lit raU<-t©iEBiBT**.
[012] 01 2tt. Bi;<*©iPiffiBT»*.

[013] 01 3tt««a5»fch'JA«jft*»j«Ufc|£

*©W«B8«'\y K©iE®BT**.
[014] iHA^HBIt *3SaicJ:-6]VR

K©8}jg^&©ft«]©I@^^1-»r®0i3«ttX

iES0-efeSo
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[015] 01 5A*5j:t;i 5B«. mC< Jt<D&OT
8**-r»fiSia*J:t«EiBHT»*.

[016] 01 6A*5J:tf 1 6 Bit. <€©#©I
e*«-rWiffiH*«fct«EiiiHT»*.

[017] 01 7A£«fctf 1 7 Bit ii;<f©^I
S S^l-WlB0*5ct t/iEffi0T& -5.

[018] 01 8AMrJ!l 8BH. |^t;<-^©#©I

gi£^-r»fffi0i3j;U:jEH0T«)5„

[019] 01 9A£cttf i 9b«. rai;<-e©#:©i

S&SfWfiBH*«fclXiEffiBT**.

[02 0] 02 0AgJ:tf2 0BI1 < *<05fc©I

S^^-rKffi0*3cktXiE®0T*S.

[02 1 ] 02 1 A£<fctf 2 1 BtJ, ^C< Je«^©I
a&*-rmma*«t tfiEffi0-c& *.

[02 2] H2 2ttHi:<*©TSiHTf*S.
[02 3] 0 2 SttHlX-tCBSaSfl-OJSB©** V

[02 4] H2 4ttHl5<*©HO«ST«ffl»ttJI©

[01]

[02 5] 02 5tel^i;<^©»rEB0T&£^
[02 6] H2 6f4X7'<7U>^ffi*»riEUfc»gU8

K©«««»**1-«aHT»*.
[02 7] H2 7HHi;<-€-©WffiHT*-5.

[02 8] H2 8»4**WKli:5j»RSag'\y F©ffi©

*JSW©»ii^'»»©tt!BS*-r»rffiBn?»*.

[02 9] 02 9ttHU< je©X7^7'J>^ffi$^
l/fc«©«*«»©«li!6*«-r«aHT»*.

41 £fc 42 7^3 43 T**>-;H««tt
«, 44 7;P5^-«» 45'>-^K*+y^K, 46 MR

I. 47 SglWfiBttJf, 48 ¥^;/7Ji. 49, 51. 53

mmm, 50, 52 swan-ok 54 £2©»ttji. 54a

ttffBMh 55KH8tttffiJl. 55a 1M Ktf*-;k

56 56a WPSBOftMHW, 57 X7^7U
>^®> 58 vm&x?

[02]
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[09] [010]
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[02 6]
[02 7] [02 8]
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